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CLEAN COMMUNITIES OF WNY 

Buffalo Auto Show Craig Jackson 
 Coordinator 
cjackson@ccofwny.org 
 

June 23, 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome the audience and introduce yourself, your coalition, and the region you represent.My presentation today will provide you with an overview of the Department of Energy’s Clean Cities program, which has been reducing petroleum use in transportation since 1993.I’ll provide an overview of Clean Cities’ mission, goals, strategies.
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Alternative Fuels and Advanced Vehicle Technologies 

 Energy Trends 
 

 Alternative and 
Renewable Fuels 

 
 Idle Reduction 

 
 Alternative Fuels 

Data Center 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[Presenter should modify as necessary based on topics covered]Today we will start out with a short introduction to current trends in U.S. energy consumption.Then, we will cover the basics of alternative and renewable fuels, including biodiesel, hybrid and electric vehicles, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas, and propane.We will also address ways to improve the fuel economy of your fleets and reduce petroleum use through idle reduction technologies and techniques.Images: NREL Image Gallery (http://images.nrel.gov/) #18133 and #18179
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Clean Cities 

• Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) 
– WNY coalition established 1993 

• Connecting fleets with fuel providers and 
industry partners 

– Training and information 

– Technical assistance 

– Funding 

– Education and outreach to decision makers, fleets, and 
the public 

Clean Cities Mission  
To advance the energy, economic, and environmental security of the U.S.  
by supporting local decisions to reduce petroleum use in transportation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Congress passed the Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) to reduce our nation's dependence on petroleum; this was the impetus for creating the Clean Cities program.EPAct includes both mandatory and voluntary measures.Mandatory measures include EPAct fleet regulationsVoluntary measures are supported by Clean CitiesClean Cities is a community-based, voluntary program that fosters partnerships among stakeholders in the public and private sectors to reduce petroleum use.Clean Cities has a nationwide goal to reduce U.S. petroleum use by 2.5 billion gallons per year by 2020.
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U.S. Energy Consumption 

Source:  Annual Energy Outlook 2014. Energy Information Administration (EIA). 

Liquid fuels consumption by sector, 1990-2040 (million barrels per day) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin, I would like to highlight recent trends in energy and petroleum consumption in the United States.On this slide we see the consumption of liquid fuels in the United States, with consumption in the transportation sector responsible for the greatest share.
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U.S. Petroleum Trends 

Source:  Monthly Energy Review February 2015. EIA. 

Consumption 

Production 

Net Imports 

Petroleum Consumption, Production, and Import Trends 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The United States consumed 19 million barrels per day (MMbd) of petroleum products during 2014, making us the world's largest petroleum consumer.U.S. dependence on imported oil has declined since peaking in 2005.The decline is the result of a variety of factorsThe economic downturn after the financial crisis of 2008 Improvements in efficiencyChanges in consumer behavior and patterns of economic growth At the same time, increased use of domestic biofuels (ethanol and biodiesel), and strong gains in domestic production of crude oil and natural gas expanded domestic supplies and reduced the need for imports.
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Biodiesel 

• Domestically produced, 
renewable fuel 

• Manufactured from 
vegetable oils, animal fats, 
restaurant grease 

• Reduces greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions 

• Cleaner-burning 
replacement for diesel fuel 

• B20 is the most common 
blend in the United States. 

• Similar payload capacity, 
range,  horsepower, and 
torque as diesel. 

• B20 suitable for nearly all 
unmodified diesel 
engines. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Biodiesel is a domestically produced, renewable fuel that can be manufactured from a variety of feedstocks including vegetable oils, animal fats, and recycled restaurant greases.Biodiesel is a liquid made up of fatty acid alkyl esters, fatty acid methyl esters (FAME), or long-chain mono alkyl esters.  Biodiesel has physical properties similar to those of petroleum diesel which allow it to be used in compression-ignition (diesel) engines.Pure biodiesel is biodegradable, nontoxic, and virtually free of sulfur and aromatics.Using biodiesel in place of petroleum diesel significantly reduces lifecycle carbon emissions.Research shows that it also reduces emissions of toxic air pollutants in older on-road vehicles and in many off-road applications.
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Basics: Hybrid and Electric Drive Vehicles 

 
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) 

• Powered by an engine and electric motor 
• Does not use electric vehicle supply 

equipment (EVSE) to charge the battery 
 

Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV) 
• Powered by an electric motor and engine 
• Uses EVSE to charge the battery 

All-Electric Vehicle (EV) 
• Powered by an electric motor 
• Uses EVSE to charge the battery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), and all-electric vehicles (EVs)—also called electric drive vehicles collectively—use electricity either as their primary fuel or to improve the efficiency of conventional vehicle designs.HEVs, like a Toyota Prius, are powered by an internal combustion engine (using conventional or alternative fuel) and an electric motor that uses energy stored in a battery.  HEVs do not need to be plugged in. The battery is charged by the engine and through regenerative braking.  PHEVs use batteries to power an electric motor and use another fuel, such as gasoline or diesel, to power an internal combustion engine. PHEVs, such as the Chevrolet Volt, can also be referred to extended range electric vehicles (EREVs). As their name implies, PHEVs can be plugged in to charge the battery.  Depending on the type of PHEV, the vehicle may be powered by the battery, the internal combustion engine or a combination of both.  A Chevy Volt can run on the battery or a combination of the battery and internal combustion engine.  A Plug-In Prius can run on battery or the internal combustion engine.EVs, such as the Nissan Leaf, use a battery to store the electrical energy that powers the motor. EVs are sometimes referred to as battery electric vehicles (BEVs). EV batteries are charged by plugging the vehicle in to an electric power source and do not use any other source of fuel.Images: NREL Image Gallery #24508, #18563, #24516 
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Charging EVs and PHEVs 
Current 

Type Voltage (V) Charging Time Primary Use Connector 

Level 1 
Alternating 

Current 
(AC) 

120V 2-5 miles of range per 
hour of charging Residential 

Level 2 AC 240V 10-20 miles of range 
per hour of charging 

Residential 
Commercial 

Level 3 
(Pending 
Industry 

Consensus) 

Undefined Undefined Undefined Undefined 

DC Fast 
Direct 

Current 
(DC) 

480V 
60-80 miles of range 

per 20 minutes of 
charging 

Commercial 

Wireless AC 240V 10-20 miles of range 
per hour of charging 

Residential 
Commercial 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Charging EVs and PHEVs requires plugging the vehicle in to charging equipment, also called electric vehicle supply equipment (EVSE). HEVs are charged using regenerative braking and the internal combustion engine and are not ever plugged in to charging equipment.Charging equipment for PHEVs and EVs is classified by the rate at which the batteries are charged. Charging times vary based on how depleted the battery is, how much energy it holds, the type of battery, and the type of EVSE. The charging time can range from 20 minutes to 20 hours or more, depending on these factors.Current types include:Alternating Current (AC): Movement of electric current that reverses or alternates direction. AC is the form of current normally generated and delivered by an electric utility to homes and businesses.Direct Current (DC): Movement of electric current that continuously flows in the same direction. DC is the form of current normally delivered through batteries and is essential to charging vehicle batteries.Level 1Most, if not all, PEVs will come with an AC Level 1 EVSE cordset so that no additional charging equipment is required. On one end of the cord is a standard, three-prong household plug (NEMA 5-15 or 5-20 connector). On the other end is a J1772 standard connector, which plugs in to the vehicle.Level 2AC Level 2 EVSE requires installation of home charging or public charging equipment and a dedicated circuit of 20 to 100 amps, depending on the EVSE requirements. Level 3A Direct Current (DC) quick charging system designed to charge an electric vehicle battery to 80% charge in approximately 20 minutes.  Currently, there are three types of DC fast charging systems: the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) J1722 combo (left), the Japanese CHAdeMO Standard (middle), and Tesla (right).DC FastDC fast charging equipment, sometimes called DC Level 2 (typically 480 V AC input), enables rapid charging. Its rapid-charge capability makes this equipment ideal for placement along heavy traffic corridors.Wireless or InductiveInductive charging equipment, which uses an electromagnetic field to transfer electricity to a PEV without a cord, has been recently introduced commercially for installation as an aftermarket add-on. Currently available wireless charging stations operate at power levels comparable to AC Level 2.
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Ethanol 

• Renewable fuel produced from plant materials 
(biomass) 

• Same chemical compound in alcoholic beverages 
• Comes from starchy feedstocks (corn, sugar cane, 

sugar beets) and cellulosic feedstocks (yard waste, 
grasses, poplars) 

• Blended at low levels into more than 95% of gasoline 
sold in the United States 

• Increasingly available as E85, for use in flex fuel 
vehicles 

• High-octane fuel 
• Reduces GHG emissions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ethanol is a renewable fuel made from various plant materials, which collectively are called "biomass.“Ethanol, also known as ethyl alcohol and grain alcohol, has the same chemical compound (C2H5OH) found in alcoholic beverages.Ethanol has the same chemical compound whether it is produced from starch-based and sugar-based feedstocks, like corn grain (as it primarily is in the United States) and sugar cane (as it primarily is in Brazil), or from woody plant material, often referred to as cellulosic feedstocks.Making ethanol from cellulosic feedstocks—such as grass, wood, crop residues, or old newspapers—is more challenging than using starch or sugars.More than 95% of U.S. gasoline contains ethanol in a low-level blend to enhance octane and reduce air pollution. Ethanol is also increasingly available as E85 (51-83% ethanol depending on season and geography), an alternative fuel that can be used in flexible fuel vehicles (FFVs).E85 reduces greenhouse gas emissions: On a life-cycle basis, including fuel production and distribution, E85 made with corn ethanol reduces carbon greenhouse gas emissions by 19% to 52%, depending on the production process used. When E85 is made from cellulose materials, such as corn and wheat stalks or forestry waste, it can reduce greenhouse gases by 86%.Image: NREL Image Gallery #15651
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• The energy in 2.2 lb of hydrogen gas is about 
the same as the energy in 1 gallon of 
gasoline. 

• Fuel cell vehicles powered by hydrogen can 
be 2-3 times more efficient than 
conventional vehicles. 

• Currently used in modified internal 
combustion engines and in Fuel Cell Electric 
Vehicles (FCEVs) 

• Several OEMs have light-duty vehicles 
available in select regions 

• Heavy-duty tractors and buses have 
hydrogen options available on a 
demonstration basis. 

Hydrogen Use 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently hydrogen is used in modified internal combustion engines and in Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles (FCEVs).   Fuel cells use locally produced hydrogen and oxygen from the air to create electricity, which powers the vehicle.Several vehicle manufacturers have begun making light-duty hydrogen vehicles available in select regions like southern and northern California where there is access to hydrogen stations. Test vehicles are also available in limited numbers to select organizations with access to hydrogen fueling stations. Heavy duty tractors and buses also have hydrogen options available on a demonstration basis. Fuel-cell technology is also being used to power transit buses and forklifts, and to produce electricity for industrial uses.California has the largest number of hydrogen vehicles on the road, including several hundred fuel cell passenger vehicles and transit buses. Some vehicles are leased directly to customers, others are in fleet programs. 
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Propane 

• Also known as liquefied 
petroleum gas (LPG) 

• Colorless, odorless liquid (when 
stored under pressure) 

• High octane rating 
• By-product of natural gas 

processing and crude oil refining 
• Less than 2% of propane  

used in U.S. used in 
transportation 

• Lower GHG emissions 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Propane is a well-established, domestically available, clean-burning fuel. Propane is also known as liquefied petroleum gas (LPG or LP-gas), or Autogas. Stored under pressure inside a tank, propane turns into a colorless, odorless liquid. As pressure is released, the liquid propane vaporizes and turns into gas that is used for combustion. An odorant, ethyl mercaptan, is added for leak detection.Propane is the most-used alternative transportation fuel in the world. Propane vehicle technology is well established, and propane fueling stations are widely available. Propane has a relatively high energy density; one gallon of propane has 73% the energy of one gallon of gasoline.Propane has a high octane rating and excellent properties for spark-ignited internal combustion engines. It presents no threat to soil, surface water, or groundwater.Propane is produced as a by-product of natural gas processing and crude oil refining. It accounts for about 2% of the energy used in the United States. Transportation consumes less than 2% of the propane used in the U.S.Propane is an inherently clean burning fuel due to its lower carbon content. When used as a vehicle fuel, propane can offer life cycle greenhouse (GHG) emissions benefits over conventional fuels, depending on vehicle type and drive cycle. In addition, using propane in place of petroleum-based fuels may reduce some tailpipe emissions.  Image: NREL Image Gallery #31322
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Idle Reduction 

What’s wrong with idling? 

• The cost of fuel 
• Increased petroleum 

consumption 
• Engine wear 
• Air pollution 
• Noise 
• Against the law 

 

Idle reduction is the “low-hanging fruit” of fuel economy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Idling is running a vehicle engine for nonpropulsion purposes. Nearly all vehicle types can idle for many reasons and for varying periods of time. The vehicle operator is usually in charge of whether to idle the vehicle.While one might suggest that a good solution is to just turn off the engine, with the current state of technology, some types of engine idling are easier to remedy than others. Unnecessary idling should be avoided with any kind of vehicle, regardless of the fuel type used. This results in what we refer to as “idling losses.”Educating drivers, fleet managers, and other decision-makers about the consequences of unnecessary idling—and ways to reduce it—is one of Clean Cities’ goals.Idling consumes fuel and fuel costs money. Time spent idling is going to pull down overall fuel economy because the fuel consumed while idling gets you ZERO miles per gallon (also called mpg). Idling consumes nonrenewable resources. Close to half of our country’s petroleum is imported. Most people agree that reducing reliance on imports is key to U.S. energy and economic security.Idling causes engine wear. Engines operate optimally in propulsion mode, not while idling. Engine wear means more frequent maintenance, which means additional downtime and cost. For big rigs, idling reduces time to engine overhaul and decreases resale value.Idling has negative impacts on public health and the environment. Idling increases the amount of harmful emissions a vehicle produces, including greenhouse gases like CO2 and NOx, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, benzene, and other undesirable compounds. Areas with high levels of air pollution face regulatory and economic consequences under the Clean Air Act. The EPA sets National Ambient Air Quality Standards (also called “NAAQS”) and, if a region fails to meet these standards, it will be in “nonattainment.” Regions that are in nonattainment must take action to address it, and this can be costly.  Idling creates a noise impact. Engine noise affects not only those who live and work nearby, but the vehicle operators themselves.In the last 10 years, states and municipalities have instituted idling laws in increasing numbers. These laws are usually developed in response to air quality concerns. Failing to meet EPA’s NAAQS is one reason municipalities and regions institute idling laws. The laws primarily target larger diesel vehicles, but there are exceptions, especially at the local level. Knowing the “why” of idling is important for evaluating potential solutions. In some cases, people idle their vehicles merely out of habit, not out of necessity.  A long time ago, fuel was cheap and engines finicky. Vehicles were sometimes hard to start and, especially, hard to restart. People who remember those days may feel uncomfortable turning their engines on and off frequently. Unnecessary idling often occurs:With misuse of remote starters During the course of pickup and deliveries (of not only goods, but people, as with parents parked near schools)At railroad crossingsAt businesses with drive-through windows or in convenience-store parking lots (when someone “runs in” to make a quick purchase)Eliminating unnecessary idling is a very low-hanging fruit that can be addressed with training and education. Fleets can employ technologies like idle limiters and fleet telematics that monitor and provide feedback on driver behavior. But often, no investment is required, and savings are immediate.For idling reduction not related to overnight driver rest periods or PTO work, it’s possible that no investment is required. Fuel savings and emission reductions are immediate. A driver can save a little money each week, reduce engine wear, and contribute to cleaner air. For heavy-duty truck drivers, simply turning off the key won’t work, especially for rest periods. There are a number of technology solutions available, which we describe as either “on board” (on the vehicle) or “off board” (outside the vehicle).Payback time depends on how much a vehicle idles. The more idling hours displaced, the faster the payback. For vehicles that idle little, capital-intensive systems are slow to pay back. For vehicles that idle a lot, operating cost becomes a key factor. Images: NREL Image Gallery #21196
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Alternative Fuels Data Center 

 

   Information on 
alternative 

fuels, vehicles, 
and fueling 

Fuel 
conservation 

strategies 

Laws & 
Incentives 

Interactive 
tools 

Maps and Data 

Case studies 

Searchable 
publications 

database 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we will explore the Alternative Fuels Data Center.  As you can see, there are a wide variety of resources on the AFDC. The AFDC is a great place to go for information about alternative fuels and advanced vehicles, as well as the fueling infrastructure that supports them. The site contains in-depth information about biodiesel, electric vehicles, ethanol, hydrogen, natural gas, propane, emerging fuels, as well as strategies to conserve fuel.The AFDC also has interactive calculators and tools, a searchable database of laws and incentives, a large collection of maps and data, a collection of deployment case studies, and a searchable publications database of hundreds of documents.I’ll highlight most of these resources today, but I definitely recommend visiting the site yourself and exploring everything it has to offer.
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AFDC: Fuels & Vehicles 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AFDC is a great resource for all of the basic information you need to know about each alternative fuel, as well as the vehicles that use them. Here you can see the Natural Gas and Natural Gas Vehicles pages, which link to information about fuel basics, benefits and considerations, stations, vehicles, and laws and incentives. However, these pages also exist for all of the commercially available alternative fuels. While we’re here, I’d also like to draw you attention to the Conserve Fuel tab on the top level AFDC navigation. That page provides details on other major strategies to cut petroleum, including idle reduction, parts and equipment, vehicle maintenance, driving behavior, fleet rightsizing, and transportation system efficiency.
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AFDC: Alternative Fueling Station Locator 

 

Check out the  
AFDC Truck Stop  

Electrification Locator  
to locate electrification sites that 

reduce the  
need for heavy-duty trucks to idle. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, we are going to work our way across the tools that can be found on the AFDC top navigation bar, starting on the left.The Alternative Fueling Station Locator is the most popular tool on the AFDC website. The Station Locator is great for organizations or members of the public who do not have their own centralized refueling stations.The Locator allows you to select the type of fuel you need by address, city, state, or ZIP code.  You can also specify the radius of the search area and access advanced options such as owner type and payment options.As you can see, the results include providers’ locations, contact information (hours, address, phone number) and the method of payment accepted at each location. The tool also includes fuel-specific fields. For example, if you search for electric vehicle charging stations, you can search by charging level, connector or outlet type, or network.The tool also allows you to plan a driving route with stations identified along the way. If you choose, you can download the data into a spreadsheet or other file format.The AFDC Truck Stop Electrification Locator is similar to the Alternative Fueling Station Locator and is a great resource to locate stops with electrification sites that reduce the needs for heavy-duty trucks to idle.
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AFDC: Alternative Fueling Station Locator Mobile App 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also access the Alternative Fueling Station Locator on the go! The AFDC has a mobile version of the Alternative Fueling Station Locator and an iPhone app available for free download from Apple’s App Store. The Android platform app is coming soon.Whether at home or on the go, AFDC recommends that, when using the Alternative Fueling Station Locator, you call ahead to the stations to ensure they are open and confirm the forms of payment you can use once you arrive.I can’t move on without a public safety announcement – don’t search and drive! Be sure to park your vehicle while using the Station Locator mobile app!
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AFDC: Laws & Incentives 

 

Download laws 
and incentives using the  

“Download Data” link 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Have you ever wondered what alternative fuel and advanced vehicle-related laws or incentives exist in your state, other states, or on the federal level? If so, the AFDC searchable database of federal and state laws and incentives is the place for you. The AFDC Laws and Incentives website is a great resource to answer any questions regarding available funding in your state.  You can also browse all the federal opportunities. Alternately, you can refine your search either by category or keyword to find specific opportunities related to particular alternative fuels or vehicle technologies.Your Clean Cities coalition coordinator is a great resource here as well, as they’re very familiar with these laws and incentives, and even others that may not be captured in the database!
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AFDC: Case Studies 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AFDC also offers a searchable database of videos and Web-based stories that document how businesses, fleets, government agencies, and others have successfully deployed alternative fuels and advanced vehicles. This includes the case studies on the previously mentioned Clean Cities YouTube channel, which features videos covering alternative fuels, advanced vehicles, and successful Clean Cities transportation projects. It also includes weekly pieces from MotorWeek, one of the first mainstream media outlets to provide regular coverage on alternative fuel and advanced vehicle technologies.You can share these case studies on social media or by embedding the videos on your website – more to come on this later!
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AFDC Tools 

 

Bookmark it! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, we’ll turn to the AFDC Tools page.On this site, you can find links to all of the interactive tools that the AFDC offers, including some that we discussed before and others that can’t be found on the website top navigation bar. I encourage you to bookmark this page and explore all of the tools for yourself. Today I’ll briefly discuss the Alternative Fuel and Advanced Vehicle Search, the Vehicle Cost Calculator, the Petroleum Reduction Planning Tool, and several spreadsheet tools that you can work with offline.
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AFDC Tools: Petroleum Reduction Planning Tool 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another great AFDC tool, which I mentioned earlier, is the Petroleum Reduction Planning Tool (or PREP).PREP allows users to create their own plans for petroleum-use reduction within their fleets. As you see here, PREP allows you to set an annual petroleum-use reduction goal and includes the entire Clean Cities portfolio of fuels and technologies to help you meet these goals. The tool provides estimated petroleum savings, fuel cost savings, and greenhouse gas emissions reductions for each action in your plan.The PREP tool can be used to guide future fleet purchases and strategies and allows you to create multiple scenarios to discover which strategies will work best to meet your emissions, petroleum-use, and budgetary goals.
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AFDC Tools: Spreadsheet Models 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The AFDC Tools website provides several models that you can download and work with in an Excel spreadsheet.For example, you can download ANL’s Alternative Fuel Life-Cycle Environmental and Economic Transportation (AFLEET) Tool to calculate a fleet’s petroleum use and emissions using this Excel spreadsheet. The AFLEET Tool allows you to examine both the environmental and economic costs and benefits of alternative fuel and advanced vehicles. By inputting a fleet’s vehicle data, you can estimate petroleum use, greenhouse gas emissions, air pollutant emissions, and cost of ownership of light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles.Your Clean Cities coalition coordinator is a great resource here as well, as they’re very familiar with the tool and can help you refine the data to get you the best, most accurate results.
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Craig Jackson 
cjackson@ccofwny.org 
cjackson@cobey.com 

716-392-1905 
www.ccofwny.org 
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